Fall detection interface cargiver
The guide to protect your loved ones
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Take care of your loved ones with ease !
The interface of Fall Detection, returns the information
communicated by the connected glasses and allows as a Helper
to follow the data by glasses user.
In case of a fall, visualize the alert in real time to help the person
in distress:

• Consult the history of the falls detected by the glasses or the
SOS alerts triggered manually.
• Visualize at a glance the parameters and configuration of your
team's glasses
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Summary
This guide introduces you to the key features of the Fall Detection interface and shares tips on how to use
them on a daily basis.
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1. How to connect to the interface ?
Prerequisite : Prerequisite: The family member equipped with Ellcie Healthy connected glasses must add your e-mail address
from his mobile application "Serenity by Ellcie Healthy", tab "Add a contact".

3 steps to access to the interface
1

Accept to become a "helper" by clicking on the button in the invitation e-mail

https://serenity.ellcie-healthy.com/
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1.How to connect to the interface ?
2

Click on the blue "Login“ button and connect to the interface with the IDs indicated in the e-mail
or with your Ellcie Healthy account if you already have one
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1.How to connect to the interface ?
3

Fill in the requested information and click on " Validate "

Info
Once you have agreed to become a
"caregiver", your interface is available
at any time at the following address :
https://serenity.ellcie-healthy.com/
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2. The home page
The Dashboard allows you to quickly visualize the main information of your loved ones
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2. The home page
On this page, you can:
Visualize if the glasses
are correctly activated

Choose the family
member to follow

To have an overview of the
"caregivers" who follow the same
family member

Access to the
configuration of the
glasses
Consult the latest
alert and have
access to the
history of falls

Check the battery
level of the glasses
when the glasses
are paired to the
phone and when it is
connected to the
network.
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3. Fall alerts
The alert page
This space allows you to consult the different events of the user of the glasses.

People who were
alerted

The date and time of the
alert as well as the location
of the wearer at the time of
the alert

The status and the
person who took in
charge the alert

Our advice
Remember to refresh the page regularly to view the latest updated information by clicking on
the "Refresh" button at the top right of the dashboard
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3. Fall alerts
The BASIC offer:
In the BASIC offer (free) an e-mail is sent to the caregivers
in case of an alert detected by the glasses.
Once you receive this "Urgent Fall Alert" e-mail, you can :
1. Click on the first link to indicate that you will rescue the wearer of
the glasses. The other caregivers will be alerted that you are going
to intervene.
2. Click on the second link to check if "a caregiver" has already
intervened.
Did you know it ?
Alerts are triggered in 2 different ways:
1.
2.

Automatic fall detection by the glasses
Manual release (SOS) by the wearer of the glasses from his mobile
application, or from the glasses if the option is activated.
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3. Fall alerts
The CONFORT+ offer
In the CONFORT+ (Paid) offer, the alert is sent to the Vitaris tele-assistance service when a fall is
detected or in case of an SOS alert. Vitaris takes care of contacting by phone the user of the glasses and
the helpers or the rescue services depending on the level of emergency.

The wearer

1
2
3

The caregivers

The rescue
services
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3. Fall alerts
In case of an interrupted alert
At each action, by the wearer or by a caregiver,
during a fall detection alert or SOS alert, you will be
informed by e-mail.
1. Alert cancelled by the wearer of the glasses because
the fall was minor, or it was a false detection (E-mail
"Fall Alert Cancellation" - image 1)
2. Alert taken care of by another caregiver
(E-mail " Another caregiver is in the process of
intervention – image 2)

Did you know it ?
Find all the information related to falls and SOS in the "Alerts"
page of the Help interface.
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4. The configuration page
This space allows you to remotely consult and configure the eyeglass wearer's eyeglass options

Configure the sound
and light of the
glasses in case of
alarm

Manage the manual SOS
option from the glasses.
By default this option is
disabled. In this case, SOS
alerts can only be triggered
through the mobile
application

Set the battery limit at
which the eyeglass
wearer will receive a
"low battery"
notification
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5. My profile page
This space allows you to consult and update your personal information and your links with
the various eyeglass wearers for whom you have been designated as a caregiver

Indicate whether or
not you are available
to manage carrier
alerts

Find and update your
personal information

Did you know it ?
In case you change your e-mail address, you
must ask the eyeglass wearer(s), for whom
you are a caregiver, to create a new caregiver
contact with your new e-mail address from
their Serenity by Ellcie Healthy mobile
application
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We hope this guide has helped you to better use
the Fall Detection interface
However, if you have any questions :
Contact the customer service

By phone at 09 77 55 31 07 (free call)
By e-mail at support@ellcie-healthy.com
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